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SHELL ADDS SIX LNG CARRIERS TO ITS CHARTERED FLEET 

Energy giant Shell has agreed long-term charter contracts for six 174,000-cbm newbuild LNG carriers. Shell Tankers signed 
the deals with Norway’s Knutsen, South Korea’s Pan Ocean, and investors advised by J.P. Morgan Asset Management, Shell 
said in a statement on Wednesday. South Korea’s Hyundai Heavy Industries and Hyundai Samho will build the new vessels 
and start delivering them from 2023. The new deal follows a similar agreement for four 174,000-cbm carriers Shell has signed 
with the same owners in December last year. Shell announced charters for eight ships of the same class in December 2019 
and six in August 2020. This puts the total to 24 new LNG carriers. Moreover, the new vessels will feature dual-fuel X-DF 
engines, boil-off management plants, air lubrication systems and shaft generators for auxiliary power, along with optimised hull 
and design speed. “These ships will be some 35% more efficient than required by the energy efficiency design index (EEDI) 
and 20% more than required by the annual efficiency ratio (AER), delivering significant emission reductions for our time charter 
fleet,” said Grahaeme Henderson, global head of Shell shipping and maritime. source : www.lngprime.com 
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PAN OCEAN CHARTERS TWO LNG CARRIERS TO SHELL 

South Korea’s Pan Ocean said it has signed a time charter deal for two new LNG carriers with a unit of energy giant Shell. 
The shipping firm said in a stock exchange filing on Wednesday it entered the deal worth about $319 million with Shell Tankers 
(Singapore). The contract would start from October 2024 and includes a firm duration period of seven years, Pan Ocean said. 
In addition, Shell has two extension options for a total contract duration of 13 years, the firm said. Pan Ocean did not reveal 
any additional information but Shell said in a separate statement on Wednesday these two carriers are part of a deal for six 
vessels the firm chartered from three owners. Shell and Pan Ocean have signed several charter deals in the last 12 months 
including LNG carriers and one bunkering vessel.Most recently, the duo signed a sale and leaseback agreement for the 
Cardissa LNG bunkering vessel. source : www.lngprime.com 

 
PENINSULA EYES GLOBAL EXPANSION OF LNG BUNKERING SERVICES 

Bunker firm is looking at new operations in Singapore and the Panama Canal. Peninsula is not just a bunker company, chief 
executive John Bassadone tells TradeWinds. Over the past few years, the outfit has taken more control of its physical supply 
chain and has invested in a fleet of tankers and storage hubs. Now it is undertaking its next big transition to offer “greener” 
marine fuels, Bassadone said. The change began late last year when the company dropped the word “Petroleum” from its 
name and continued in 2021 with the signing of contracts for an LNG bunker vessel (LNGBV) newbuild. Peninsula is trying to 
keep in step with emerging customer demand for alternative fuel such as LNG, supporting shipping’s ambitions to vastly reduce 
its carbon emissions by 2050. Bassadone regards Peninsula’s transition to offering LNG fuel as investing “ahead of time”. 
“We’re looking at ammonia with other companies,” he said. “We’re looking at lots of different things. “But the product of choice 
today to transition is, we believe, LNG, especially for an important sector of the market.” In early June, Peninsula and partner 
Scale Gas, a subsidiary of Spanish energy company Enagas, signed a contract to build and jointly own an LNG bunkering 
vessel that will serve the Strait of Gibraltar. The 12,500-cbm ship — with around twice the capacity of a conventional LNGBV 
— will be built at Hyundai Mipo Dockyard in South Korea. After delivery in June 2023, it will be chartered exclusively to 
Peninsula for an initial seven-year period. Bassadone told TradeWinds that the ship is both an LNGBV and a small-scale LNG 
carrier because of its size. “This is 12,500 cbm because we’re using it more as a hybrid,” he said. The result will be the first 
LNGBV stationed permanently in the Strait of Gibraltar, with a physical supply of gas sourced from the region. Bassadone 
said the size of the LNGBV newbuilding will allow Peninsula to be a physical supplier of LNG marine fuel in Spain’s Canary 
Islands in the Atlantic, as well as at regional ports in the Strait of Gibraltar area. Peninsula has big-name clients such as CMA 
CGM, AP Moller-Maersk and Mediterranean Shipping Co, which call regularly at the Algeciras container terminal in southern 
Spain. It also serves major cruise companies — the kinds of clients that will lead the way in using LNG as a marine fuel, 
Bassadone noted. He added that the same types of customers also make the Panama Canal a key target for expansion of 
Peninsula’s LNG bunkering capabilities in the future. “The important thing is that what we’re looking for, for customers, is to 
supply them around the world, whether it’s our physical location or not,” he said. “In Singapore, for example, it makes perfect 
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sense. So either we’ll have our own logistics there or we’ll team up with somebody else.” Bassadone confirmed that negotiations 
are underway for Peninsula to charter an LNGBV in the short term. It also has an option for another LNGBV newbuilding. “Our 
plan is to continue the development into building additional vessels and — in the shorter term, because building takes two 
years — chartering in, as and when we match our demand with the supply,” he said. Meanwhile, the company will begin 
physical supply operations in the Belgian port of Zeebrugge this month to serve customers in the Amsterdam-Rotterdam- 
Antwerp area. Bassadone is confident Peninsula will not suffer the same “liquidity squeeze” that is threatening other bunker 
suppliers around the world as shipping decarbonises. In fact, the company has just secured an upsized $350m credit facility 
from a consortium of banks. He said this financing, coupled with cash earned during the firm’s “best year ever” in 2020, will 
set Peninsula up for the future.  “Because of the way we’ve operated, we’ve got a lot of support from banks and from suppliers 
and so on, and that has allowed us to continue our growth, so we haven’t been restricted in that regard,” he said. The oil 
and fuels trading sector has suffered some high-profile bankruptcies and scandals in the past few years, so he believes lenders 
value transparent business practices more than ever. “There’s a flight to quality happening,” he said. “However, it does also 
give us some more ammunition to execute our plan, and that is obviously when we’re talking about more expensive vessels 
and continuing to grow our fleet, especially in the sustainability space — obviously an LNG vessel costs a lot more than a 
product tanker.” John Bassadone’s family has a long history in bunkering and marine services, but it was important to him to 
start something of his own. A native Gibraltarian educated in the UK, Bassadone started work at 18 as a trainee bunker trader 
in London. Shortly after finishing his traineeship, he started his own concern — known today as Peninsula — as an offshoot 
of the family operation, Gibunco Group in Gibraltar. Peninsula got underway when Bassadone was offered an opportunity to 
commercialise 75,000 tonnes per year of marine fuel in Gibraltar, which increased to 1m tonnes per annum over the next five 
years. Today, it markets around 50m tonnes per year. In 2012, after setting up offices and establishing customers around the 
world, the company made its first big investments in the physical supply of marine fuel, taking more control of its supply chain 
and logistics. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
FRENCH MAJOR CHARTERER TAKES LEAD ON LNG CARRIER 

NEWBUILDS 

TotalEnergies has been hands on when it comes to its LNG carrier newbuildings. Jerome Cousin, TotalEnergies’ vice president 
of LNG shipping, said the company has a strong and capable technical newbuilding team and believes it is critical to understand 
all the benefits and challenges of the design choices that will be made. This team was led by the legendary Jacques Besse 
until he retired at the end of May. Michel Faou, who was previously chief executive of the major’s former shipmanagement 
arm Gazocean, has since stepped into Besse’s shoes. The French energy major has had difficult positions to navigate on LNG 
newbuildings this year. As the lead shareholder in the Mozambique LNG project, TotalEnergies took the decision to declare 
force majeure on the initiative in April as militant attacks intensified close to its construction site. This left the project’s 17 LNG 
carrier newbuildings, lined up under four shipowners, in limbo. Cousin praised the Peter Justesen-led team on the vessels for 
finding a solution that was acceptable to all parties and created more time for the newbuildings, although he did have to fend 
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off a few enquiries for the slots. But TotalEnergies is also looking further ahead on the decarbonisation of its LNG fleet. In its 
last round of LNG newbuildings, the company had a joint industry project with the shipbuilder and class to ensure the best 
combination of technologies. Cousin said this led the company to specify newbuildings with air lubrication technology and the 
application of shaft generators to limit the greenhouse gas emissions and improve fuel efficiency. The outfit considered vessel 
speed for optimising the design of the vessel’s hull, making concessions to improve emissions. TotalEnergies is also looking 
at wind-assisted technologies for its LNG fleet. But Cousin said this will need further study to see how it can safely be applied 
to LNG carriers and does not degrade the compatibility of those wind-assisted vessels at terminals worldwide.While he is 
confident that this will be available soon, he said the company does not yet have all the pieces of the puzzle ready to include 
this technology in the next newbuilding specifications.“We are in a conservative industry and we need to ensure that it’s an 
industrial success,” he said. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

TOTALENERGIES MOVES TO BEEF UP ON LNG CARRIERS 

TradeWinds gets a rare peek into French major’s thinking on its LNG shipping fleet. French energy major TotalEnergies has 
just firmed up fresh charters on two LNG newbuildings with Russia’s Sovcomflot (SCF Group) — a shipowner it has previously 
been working with on long-term tonnage. It is part of the company’s efforts to renew and upgrade its chartered fleet of about 
20 LNG carriers, the bulk of which are fixed for periods of around five to seven years. Total Energies has said it plans to 
boost its LNG portfolio to 50m tonnes by 2025 and expects a long-term chartered fleet of 20 vessels will be sufficient to cover 
its shipping needs. LNG shipping falls under the major’s gas, renewables and power division and has the largest fleet in the 
grouping. Vice president of LNG shipping Jerome Cousin looks after the vessels, sitting with the trading and shipping team in 
Geneva. In his first interview with TradeWinds, Cousin said his mission is to provide the best fleet to suit the growing LNG 
portfolio, by adapting and expanding it where necessary while handling the so-called “legacy fleet”. This week, TotalEnergies 
opted to ink seven-year charter deals with Sovcomflot on two LNG newbuildings, options it was holding from an agreement 
on a single vessel priced at $181m that was signed in January. Cousin said TotalEnergies will continue to long-term charter a 
couple of vessels in each year. Newbuildings would be a preference, to allow for a choice of specifications to shape the future 
fleet. But the company will likely adopt a more balanced approach, taking some newbuildings and tendering for vessels in the 
market. TotalEnergies also typically charters in three to four vessels on short multi-month deals. “We try to size our long-term 
fleet correctly,” Cousin said. “We are also very active on the short-term market to take additional shipping and adapt our 
capacity to the market opportunity.” This year, like other charterers, the company has taken more vessels as it addresses the 
strong LNG demand seen in the market. In the core long-term LNG fleet, vessels range from 138,000 cbm to 180,000 cbm. 
These ships must be dovetailed with the different supply contracts and cargo lot positions. But the trend is towards a more 
uniform fleet of 174,000-cbm ships. On propulsion choices, TotalEnergies has tended to take X-DF ships. But Cousin said 
his message to his team is to remain open-minded and understand the merits of each technology. “It’s an evolving picture,” 
he said. “The choices of yesterday do not preclude the choices of tomorrow.” Cousin said TotalEnergies is trying to take a 
balanced approach to promoting new technologies, by holding an open dialogue with shipowners and offering decent durations 
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on charters so that they have an incentive to adopt them. The major has no particular interest in being a shipowner, considering 
shipping to be strategic. For emerging technologies, such as the large new LNG bunker vessel newbuildings the company is 
chartering from Mitsui OSK Lines and the liquid CO2 carriers being contemplated under the Northern Lights project with Equinor 
and Shell, the shipowning question does come up, Cousin conceded. He said the company accepts that it might not always 
be possible to find an owner prepared to take on the risk of new vessel types. Three years ago, the major became a shipowner 
when it acquired the upstream assets of French utility Engie, in a deal which included 12 LNG carriers.Today, some of those 
ships are long-term chartered and others, the “legacy vessels”, remain in the fleet.  They include the 154,472-cbm LNG Unity 
(built 2006) and LNG Alliance (built 2007) plus the 74,130-cbm Global Energy (built 2006), all of which are trading. Cousin 
said: “We have a legacy ownership position but on an opportunistic basis we try to find the right moment and the right 
opportunity to divest those assets when the time comes.” The fleet also includes two 145,000-cbm floating storage and 
regasification units, the Neptune (built 2009) and the Cape Ann (built 2010), which are being used as LNG carriers. 
TotalEnergies would prefer them to be deployed as regas vessels either in company-led projects or sub-chartered on the 
FSRU market. Cousin’s department has also assisted bunkering arm TotalEnergies Marine Fuels with the specifications for its 
new LNG bunker vessels. Aside from having French liner giant CMA CGM as a customer, TotalEnergies has ordered its own 
dual-fuelled tanker tonnage. “We have a very strong involvement to develop LNG as a marine fuel because it is the transition 
marine fuel if you’re serious and want to do something about cutting your shipping emissions today,” he said. source 

:www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

 
BP JOINS LNG CARBON OFFSETTING CARGO THRONG WITH FIRST 

SHIPMENT 

Major teams with Sempra LNG and Infraestructura Energetica Nova on delivery to Baja terminal in Mexico. Energy major BP 
has shipped its first carbon offset LNG cargo in a deal with US producer and terminal operator Sempra LNG and infrastructure 
developer Infraestructura Energetica Nova (IEnova). The shipment — to be sourced from BP's global portfolio — was slated to 
be delivered to Sempra LNG’s Energia Costa Azul terminal in Baja, Mexico, on Friday 16 July. Kpler data shows the 174,000-
cbm newbuilding BW Helios in laden condition and scheduled to arrive at the terminal today. The vessel loaded its cargo at 
the Atlantic LNG plant in Trinidad.  BP said this is the first delivery under its new offer and Sempra LNG’s first carbon offset 
LNG cargo import to Mexico. The major said the CO2 and methane emissions associated with the LNG cargo, from wellhead 
to discharge terminal, will be estimated using its greenhouse gas quantification methodology for LNG."The methodology has 
been developed following relevant international standards and may be updated from time to time," BP said. The company said 
the estimated emissions will be offset by retiring a corresponding amount of carbon credits, sourced from a Mexican afforestation 
project from its vetted portfolio of offsets on behalf of Sempra LNG.BP executive vice president Carol Howle said: “Natural gas 
has a key role to play in getting the world to net zero. "The development and continuous improvement of a clear and reliable 
methodology for quantifying the carbon intensity of our LNG supply chain is an important step in helping our customers deliver 
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their sustainability goals and supports our ambition to help the world get to net zero," Howle added. BP senior vice president 
for gas and power trading international Sharon Weintraub said delivering carbon offset LNG is part of meeting growing customer 
demands for new energy solutions as they pursue their sustainability strategies. The major has set specific GHG reductions 
and other aims for 2030 in support of its ambition to be a net-zero company by 2050 or sooner. But BP added that it does 
not intend to rely on carbon credits to meet its 2030 aims. Sempra LNG has set a goal to operate its existing LNG infrastructure 
at a GHG emissions intensity 20% less than its 2020 baseline and expects to establish additional targets by 2025, as the 
company bring more projects online. IEnova and Sempra LNG, which are constructing liquefaction facilities that will be located 
adjacent to Energia Costa Azul, said they will continue diversifying their offerings, including developing bundled carbon offset 
LNG products to help meet customers’ demand. BP's first delivery follows a growing surge in uptake of carbon-neutral LNG 
shipments as buyers and sellers move to decarbonise their energy businesses. This week, Shell signed what it said is the first 
term contract for carbon-neutral LNG with PetroChina. Under the five-year agreement, Shell will offset the estimated life-cycle 
CO2 emissions for each cargo using nature-based carbon credits. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
FIRST FRANCE-BASED LNG BUNKER VESSEL COMPLETES TRIALS 

The first LNG bunker vessel to be based in France moved closer to delivery and operational commencement, after successfully 
completing sea and gas trials. The new vessel is Total’s second collaboration with shipowner Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) and 
shipbuilder Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding. Total Marine Fuels and MOL signed a long-term charter contract in November 
2019 and construction of the 135-m, 18,6000m3 bunker vessel commenced in April 2020. It was first launched from the 
Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding in China at the end of April 2021. In June, sea trials were conducted off Shanghai where the 
vessel’s navigation and propulsion systems were successfully tested, including speed and manoeuvrability assessments at open 
sea. Gas trials were completed in early July under the attendance of the ship management team. Due to go into operational 
service in Q4 2021, the vessel will be operated by V.Ships France under the French flag and will be based in the Port of 
Marseille-Fos, southern France, to serve the Mediterranean region. The first contracts will be to perform LNG bunkering 
services to CMA CGM’s LNG-fuelled container ships and MSC Cruises’ upcoming LNG-powered cruise ships that call at the 
port. Total said the new ship leverages the design-and-build experience for Gas Agility – the company’s first chartered LNG 
bunker vessel and the first of its kind in operation – to incorporate a design that boosts the ship’s bunkering efficiency and 
flexibility to supply a wide range of vessels across segments and sizes. Improved features include an additional bow thruster, 
upgraded cargo pumps and high-duty compressors, as well as a pressure reduction system to optimise bunkering operations 
of Type C tank vessels under all conditions.Bureau Veritas classed the GTT Mark III membrane vessel, which will meet the 
highest technical and environmental standards, use LNG as a propulsion fuel and integrate a complete reliquefaction of the 
boil-off gas. Total vice president marine fuels Jérôme Leprince-Ringuet said “We are excited to be at the forefront of making 
LNG bunkering capabilities readily available in France and the Mediterranean region. With shipping’s accelerating transition to 
this cleaner marine fuel, we look forward to providing our customers with another major European hub for their LNG bunkering 
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needs.”In February, Total’s Singaporean entity also received a licence from the Maritime & Port Authority of Singapore to 
supply LNG in the Port of Singapore from 2022. By the end of the 2021, Total Marine Fuels will charter two LNG bunkering 
vessels in Rotterdam and Marseille and share the use of a third bunker vessel in Singapore. source : www.rivieramm.com 
 

HUDONG-ZHONGHUA SNAGS ANOTHER CHINESE LNG CARRIER 

ORDER 

Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding reports it has signed a contract with China State Shipbuilding (Hong Kong) Shipping Leasing 
Co to build a 174,000-m3, X-DF propulsion LNG carrier. Signed in early July, the contract calls for the construction of 
conventionally sized LNG carrier with an overall length of 295 m, beam of 45 m, a depth of 26.25 m, and speed of 19.5 
knots. To provide flexibility for long- and short-haul trading routes, the LNG carrier will be equipped with a 1.5 tonne/hour 
reliquefaction system, which can achieve a wide range of speed evaporative gas balance under different operating modes, 
said the shipbuilder. Expectations are that the optimised WinGD X-DF dual-fuel propulsion system will result in reducing CO2 
emissions by six tonnes per day. This most recent order follows one placed in mid-June by China National Petroleum Corp 
(CNPC) for the construction of three 174,000-m3 LNG carriers with Hudong-Zhonghua. To date, Hudong-Zhonghua has 
delivered 25 LNG carriers and marked a milestone with recent gas trials for Transgas Power, the first newbuild floating storage 
and regasification unit (FSRU) to be constructed in China. Being built for Greek owner Dynagas, Transgas Power and sister 
vessel Transgas Force are fitted with regasification equipment supplied by Wärtsilä Gas Solutions. Each FSRU has three 
regasification modules weighing 450, 80 and 240 tonnes respectively. Additionally, Wärtsilä supplied ancillary regasification 
equipment, including pumps, heat exchangers, valves and instrumentation. The regasification plant uses seawater and steam 
as energy sources, and a water-glycol mix as the energy carrier in a combined loop. The plant consists of three trains, each 
with a capacity of 250 million standard cubic feet per day or about 500 m3/hour, and a common suction drum. With the 
ability to operate as a conventional LNG carrier, each of the FSRUs is fitted with a GTT NO96 GW membrane containment 
system. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 

LITHUANIA CALLS TENDER TO BUY FSRU 

Lithuania's Klaipedos Nafta (KN) called a tender on July 9 for the purchase of a floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) 
to serve at its LNG import terminal in Klaipeda.The infrastructure operator said it could decide to buy the FSRU 
Independence that it currently charters from Norway's Leif Hoegh & Co, or opt for another vessel. KN plans to begin the 
selection process this year, the company said, noting it would use legal, technical and commercial experts to help it make a 
choice.The 2.7mn metric ton/year Klaipeda LNG terminal was opened in 2014, and provides gas not only to users in Lithuania 
but also in Latvia, Estonia and Finland, helping the region reduce its reliance on Russian gas. KN reported in June that 
companies had booked a record amount of regasification capacity at the terminal for the gas year starting October 1, 2021. 

source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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DOUBLE GREEN LIGHT FOR BALLAST WATER-FREE LNG BUNKER 

VESSEL DESIGN 

The French cryogenic engineering company reported receiving AiPs recognising the compliance of this ballast water-free vessel 
design with the rules and codes relating to oceangoing vessels, their construction and equipment. The importance of such a 
design fitted with GTT’s LNG cargo membrane system reduces capex and opex, and mitigates environmental risk. Most of the 
global fleet uses ballast water when the bunkers are empty or partially loaded to maintain seaworthy conditions, requiring a 
considerable quantity of ballast water to be carried by ships every day. Even when ballast water is treated, there is a risk of 
transferring harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens from one area to another. The ballast water-free vessel design developed 
by GTT eliminates this risk. Additionally, removing the ballast water treatment system reduces the energy consumption and 
CO2 footprint of the vessel.A ballast-free vessel offers advantages in terms of capex and opex cost, simplifies vessel operation, 
reduces corrosion and prolongs vessel lifetime, said GTT. Tank testing was conducted on the hull to demonstrate sailing and 
seakeeping capabilities of the design. Calling it a “major technological innovation”, GTT chairman and chief executive Philippe 
Berterottière, said the approvals of CCS and DNV will allow GTT to offer shipowners and charterers “a high-value technology 
solution.” source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

‘CONCRETE’ STEPS TAKEN FOR INDIA’S FIRST GBS OFFSHORE LNG 

TERMINAL 

Declining domestic gas production and a growing need to replace coal-fired power with cleaner energy continues to drive 
India’s LNG imports and investments in gas infrastructure. As the world’s fourth largest LNG importer behind Japan, China and 
South Korea, India is poised to increase its LNG imports in the years ahead to meet its natural gas demands. Despite the 
impact of Covid-19 last year forcing countrywide lockdowns, India increased its imports of LNG 11% to 26.63M tonnes and 
commissioned new regasification capacity. India’s natural gas consumption is expected to rise by 4.5% in 2021, according to 
the International Energy Agency (IEA). That growth will continue beyond the next decade, based on Indian government energy 
and environmental policy. In June, Indian Minister for Petroleum & Natural Gas and Steel Dharmendra Pradhan said India is 
committed to achieving 15% share of natural gas in the primary energy mix by 2030 to help reduce environmental pollution 
and meet its commitments to COP-21. Currently, natural gas represents about 6.5% of the country’s energy mix, and domestic 
gas production grew by 19.1% and LNG by 9.2% in May 2021, as compared to the same month year-on-year, according to 
government data. Transitioning the country’s energy dependence on coal to natural gas will not be as simple as flipping a 
switch. This will require massive investment – an estimated US$60Bn – to lay gas pipeline and build LNG receiving terminals 
and infrastructure, according to Minister Pradhan. The good news is the effort is underway. In March 2020, the Mundra 
receiving terminal, owned by GPSCLNG, entered operation as the country’s sixth import facility. Two terminals using floating 
storage and regasification units (FSRUs), one owned by H Energy and another Swan LNG, will add more capacity on the 
country’s west coast. Höegh LNG’s FSRU Höegh Giant, chartered to H Energy for 10 years, will be commissioned at the LNG 
receiving terminal at Jaigarh port in Maharashtra in July, while Swan LNG’s Vasant 1 will have a commercial start in March 
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2022. In all, India has a total of 10 LNG receiving terminals in operation, under construction or completed and not yet in 
operation, with another three proposed. One of the proposed is a new offshore LNG terminal in eastern India that is moving 
towards FID in late 2022, with recent awards advancing the facility’s engineering. Oslo-based LNG infrastructure developer 
Crown LNG has awarded key contracts to Aker Solutions, Wärtsilä and Siemens Energy, underpinning a new gravity-based 
concrete structure (GBS) offshore LNG terminal that will be cited 19 km north-east of Kakinada on India’s east coast. Situated 
in the Bay of Bengal, the terminal will be exposed to challenging monsoon weather conditions from June to September. Crown 
LNG estimates an investment of about US$800M in both the LNG terminal and pipeline to shore.“Crown LNG will utilise well-
proven technologies for this project in order to minimise development risk,” Crown LNG chief executive Gunnar Knutsen tells 
LNG Shipping & Terminals. “That is also why Crown LNG has teamed up with the most experienced partner in developing a 
gravity-based structure: Aker Solutions,” he said.Norway’s Aker Solutions was named the main contractor for the project, and 
will serve as engineering, procurement, construction, installation and commissioning (EPCIC) contractor once FID is taken.Aker 
Solutions’ scope includes technical development of the concrete foundation and topsides, as well as the pipeline between the 
offshore regasification terminal and the onshore gas grid. While the concept remains to be matured, the GBS is expected to 
be more than 200-m long, around 60-m wide and 40-m tall. The topside will consist of LNG regasification facilities, supporting 
systems, living quarters, helideck, cranes, and an electrical and instrument building. 
 
Crown LNG believes that by opting for a GBS solution, the LNG terminal it will be able to withstand the punishing weather 
conditions presented by the Indian monsoon season, while enabling a 365-day operating window for the terminal. KGLNG’s 
license has recently been updated to reflect Crown LNG’s solution and 365-days operational window. One of the world’s 
leading contractors for advanced concrete structures, Aker Solutions has designed and built concrete GBSs for the North Sea 
and Arctic waters for the past four decades, including delivering the world’s first LNG offshore terminal in concrete, the Adriatic 
LNG Terminal, which began operating 14 km offshore the Rovigo Province, Italy in 2009. “In the past, we have delivered 
some of the largest and most complex offshore concrete installations,” says Aker Solutions executive vice president topsides 
and facilities Sturla Magnus. Mr Magnus says the contractor will lean on its more than 40 years of concrete experience, which 
includes offshore installations Troll A, Hebron, Sakhalin I & II and Adriatic LNG. At 472-m high and weighing some 683,000 
tons, the Troll A platform off the west coast of Norway is the tallest structure ever moved and second heaviest to another 
North Sea platform, Gullfaks C. Under its contract, Wärtsilä will conduct the front-end engineering and design (FEED) to 
support development of the LNG import terminal’s regasification system. Over the years, Wärtsilä has delivered regasification 
systems for more than 20 similar FSRUs. The Wärtsilä system will serve the terminal with an annual regasification capacity of 
7.2 mta and will include the boil-off gas (BOG) handling and fuel gas systems. Meanwhile, Siemens Energy will deliver a 
power generation and electrical distribution system onboard the GBS, including all control systems. “Siemens Energy and 
Wartsila have extensive experience from supply of LNG technologies, which make them ideal sub-contractors for their respective 
work packages,” says Mr Knutsen. While he thinks it will be a challenging project, Mr Magnus agrees, noting both suppliers 
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are well qualified. “Wärtsilä has an excellent track record in delivering regasification systems, and we are confident that they 
are a good match for this assignment,” says Mr Magnus. “Our regas systems are delivered as complete modules, with all the 
engineering, component procurement, and construction of the module carried out entirely by the company’s execution team. 
This makes integrating the modules very easy, and we look forward to smooth inter-connection work with the other project 
partners,” notes Wärtsilä Gas Solutions general manager, strategy and business development Reidar Strande. Under an 
exclusive deal, Crown LNG will finance, build and lease the LNG infrastructure to KGLNG, a subsidiary of East LNG. KGLNG 
is the company that has the license to establish the LNG receiving terminal at Kakinada, while East LNG is the holding 
company that owns KGLNG. Additionally, Crown LNG has been contracted for operations and management of the facility, 
through the 25-year lease period. It is estimated that the LNG terminal will be completed and fully operational approximately 
three years after FID is taken. 

 

INDIA’S LNG TERMINAL INFRASTRUCTURE  

Existing Terminal Developer 
Capacity 

MMTPA 

Dahej Petronet LNG 17.5 

Hazira 
Shell, Total 

Gaz Electricite 
5 

Dabhol GAIL, NTPC 5 

Kochi Petronet LNG 5 

Ennore 
Indian Oil 

Corp 
5 

Total existing capacity   37.5 

   

Under construction Developer 
Capacity 

MMTPA 

Mundra 
GSPL, Adani 

Group 
5 

Jaigarh (FSRU Höegh Giant) H Energy 4 

Dhamra Adani Group 5 

Jafrabad (FSRU Vasant 1) Swan LNG 5 

Chhara 

HPCL & 

Shapoorji 

Pallonji 

Group 

5 

Total under construction or 

completed and not yet 

operational 

 

24 

Source : WWW.rivieramm.com 
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AFRICA TO BEAR BRUNT OF GAS INVESTMENT CUTS: TEMA LNG HEAD 

If pressure continues to be put on investors not to invest in gas projects, this will have a “disproportionately negative effect on 
African countries,” says Kwaku Boakye Adjei, consultant and director of the Tema LNG terminal company in Ghana in an 
interview with NGW. He notes that upstream projects in Africa are already being hit by the negative sentiments around gas. 
“This is not going to be good for anybody. African countries will not turn to renewables if they can’t get access to gas. They 
will stick with heavy fuel oil and crude.” According to Adjei, the “path to decarbonisation for Africa is different than for Europe. 
For Africa the most efficient path is through natural gas.” He says he is concerned about the impact of the International Energy 
Agency’s recent Net-Zero Roadmap, which calls for no new investment in upstream gas and oil projects anywhere in the 
world. He calls the recommendation “unfortunate.” “This has a real impact on the ability of African companies to raise capital 
for upstream projects,” he says. “It is putting a lot of pressure on investors and banks.” He warns that as a result of this 
pressure, “a lot of upstream projects are already being made impossible. It is making it difficult to raise money. It’s going to 
be a struggle to see large new upstream projects coming on stream in Africa. This will have a disproportionately negative 
effect on African countries.” The problem is that this will not only be bad for the economy, but for the climate as well, says 
Adjei. “It’s not going to be good for anybody. The response of African countries will not be: we are going to develop renewables 
instead. Their response is going to be: let’s stick with heavy fuel oil and crude.” 
 
Eurocentric 
According to Adjei, the “broad position” taken by the IEA – “without the caveats you would expect” – represents a “very 
Eurocentric view of the world”. The IEA is failing to make a distinction between the circumstances around decarbonisation 
different continents and countries find themselves in, says Adjei. “You have entities based in and around European countries 
that are dictating to African countries how they should develop, without a clear understanding of the problems that we face.” 
Adjei explains that African countries are faced with very different challenges than countries in Europe. “In Europe the production 
of electricity through fossil fuels was already at a very high level. They had to replace existing production with renewable 
alternatives. This was made easier over time as much of the capex was paid for with subsidies.” In Africa, the situation is very 
different. “The kWh consumption per capita is very low. Most of the electricity is produced with crude oil and diesel. And 
significant amounts are lost through transmission losses.” Since the problems are different, the solutions need to be different 
too, says Adjei. “African countries don’t have the economic power to provide significant financial support to renewables. And 
consumption is too low to support large-scale renewable energy projects.” Renewables is an economy-of-scale business, he 
adds. “You need large-sized projects to get economies of scale. In many African countries the demand is not there, so you 
can’t deliver large-scale projects that deliver economies of scale. Instead you get small-scale projects that are high in cost, 
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with low returns, which require large subsidies.” Adjei is 
convinced that the solution for Africa is to be found in natural 
gas. “Gas is an obvious transition fuel. When you switch from 
oil to gas in electricity generation you reduce emissions by 30 
to 35%. With LNG trucked directly to consumers, you also help 
reduce transmission losses. These are up to 50% in some 
countries. The great thing about gas is that it also creates a 
baseload that allows you to feed in renewable energy without 

worrying about intermittency. The two are complementary.” Thus, with gas, “Africa can get 60 to 70% lower emissions in a 
way which doesn’t require large amounts of capital support and which generates economic development.” He stresses the 
need for economic development in Africa. “If we do things that do not generate economic development, countries are asked 
to make a horrible choice: between a low-carbon future or a future with economic development. Any government that is given 
that choice is going to struggle to reduce emissions.” 
 
 
Attractive price 

If Africa turns to gas, will it become an importer or producer – or even exporter? Adjei says it will be a 
“mix”. “Gas is a resource we have in the region. This is important because the possibility of sourcing 
locally and reducing shipping costs is part of achieving an attractive LNG price. But countries that don’t 
have access to associated gas are going to be natural importers. There will be supplies of LNG coming 
from both the west and east coasts of Africa.” Adjei explains that for a country like Ghana the breakeven 
price of delivering gas from offshore projects over 1,200 m of water depth is the same as for oil, around 
$50-$55/barrel. “If you convert that into gas it’s $9-10/mn Btu at the wellhead. If you look at the cost of 

LNG delivered into Ghana it’s significantly lower than that. So Ghana is an example of a country that has its own resources 
but it’s still efficient for it to blend them with imports of LNG. If countries don’t have access to cheap associated gas they will 
likely be importers of LNG.” In a country like Burkina Faso, which is landlocked and has small demand, “they are suffocated 
by the premiums they pay for fuels and diesel oil for power generation. They are paying $20-22/mn Btu for fuels. We are 
able to deliver LNG to them at half the price. I believe all African countries will be able to benefit from the low-cost gas we 
can supply and the infrastructure we can build.” What does Adjei think of the German plans to invest in West-African 
countries to develop green hydrogen projects for export to Europe? “I am positive about this idea. To have a flexible and 
varied energy mix is good.” But, he adds, “there are lots of questions about whether the renewable energy sector is currently 
driven by decarbonisation or value creation. If the question is, would it be more efficient to develop renewable energy 
projects in and for Africa, with all of the attendant benefits, the answer is yes.” source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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BANGLADESH, MALAYSIA SIGN LNG MOU  

Bangladesh and Malaysia have signed a memorandum of understanding on the supply of LNG, the government of Bangladesh 
said on July 13.According to the MoU, Petronas LNG of Malaysia and Petrobangla of Bangladesh will soon finalise the 
commercial terms. The MoU was signed virtually by Bangladesh’s state minister for power, energy and mineral resources 
Nasrul Hamid and minister of economic affairs in the office of the prime minister of Malaysia Mustapa Mohamed. Hamid said 
that demand for gas in Bangladesh’s power generation sector is steadily growing and is expected to reach 3.15bn ft3/day by 
2041. He said that since domestic production of natural gas is declining, the import of LNG will be prioritized. Bangladesh has 
two operational floating LNG import and regasification terminals. A land-based terminal is also being planned, the minister 
said.. Last month, India's H-Energy signed an MoU with state-owned Petrobangla for the supply of regasified LNG.  source : 

www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

NEW FORTRESS ENERGY INKS MOU ON GAS POWER IN SRI LANKA 

US-based gas company New Fortress Energy said July 13 it had signed a preliminary agreement to build a new gas-fired 
power plant in Sri Lanka. The company signed a memorandum of understanding with Sri Lanka’s Lakdhanavi Limited to jointly 
develop a 350 MW gas-fired power plant at a complex in Colombo, the nation’s commercial capital and most populous city. 
“This partnership builds on our efforts to accelerate Sri Lanka’s transition to cleaner, cheaper energy,” New Fortress CEO Wes 
Edens said.The announcement followed the July 8 signing of an agreement with the government of Sri Lanka to construct an 
offshore LNG import and regasification terminal off the coast of Colombo.The terminal will supply regasified LNG to the 
Kerawalapitiya power complex, the same site as the proposed gas-fired plant. As part of the agreement, New Fortress will 
supply natural gas to the existing 300 MW Yugadanavi power plant and is negotiating the purchase of the government’s 40% 
stake in the company that owns the power plant. This power plant is currently under a long-term power purchase agreement 
(PPA) to provide electricity to the national grid that extends through 2035.The plant consists of General Electric turbines and 
was configured to run on natural gas.source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

FROM THE EDITOR: LNG MARKET STRENGTH SUSTAINED [GAS IN 

TRANSITION] 

Record prices for spot LNG in Asia-Pacific emerged in the fourth quarter of last year, owing to a combination of factors: a 
recovery in Asian LNG demand, unexpected production outages, delays at the Panama Canal and reduced LNG carrier 
availability. The expectation then was that the sharp spike in prices would dissipate, owing to a surplus of production capacity, 
primarily the result of the rise of US LNG and dampened demand growth, the result of the Covid-19 pandemic. Yet other 
factors have intervened, some structural and some seasonal, and spot LNG prices have maintained not record levels, but 
sustained high prices in comparison with 2020. Even in India, which remains hard hit by the pandemic, cargoes which could 
have faced cancellation have been flipped back into the wider Asian market at a profit, signalling that far from a resurfacing of 
the LNG glut, demand is for the moment outstripping supply. Meanwhile, Norway’s Hammerfest LNG plant remains out of 
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action, and is expected to remain offline until March 2022, while LNG trains have been down in Australia and at Russia’s Far 
East Sakhalin plant in the first half of the year. In-fill drilling off Trinidad and Tobago has not resulted in the volumes of gas 
expected and this has left Atlantic LNG short of feed gas. 
 
Carbon price bites 
At the same time, new market dynamics are playing out in Europe, the most salient difference from last year being the price 
of carbon. Carbon prices have been on the rise since 2018 when it became clear that reforms to the system would do much 
to remove the huge surplus of allowances that had built up. Since the end of 2020, they have been on an even sharper 
upward trajectory, reaching over €50/mt in May, increasing the incentive for gas burn at the expense of coal. 
One of the key factors behind this in the short term has been a combination of higher electricity and heat demand in Europe, 
coupled with low renewable energy output, which drove up demand for gas, thereby increasing demand for carbon allowances. 
In addition, neither Norway nor Russia stepped up pipeline supplies, meaning European buyers faced a shortage of gas in a 

market in which LNG 
cargoes were being 
pulled into Asian 
markets. 
 
European gas storage 
levels are low as a 
result. April was cold 
in northern Europe, 
but wind generation 
was weak and both 
hydro and nuclear 
availability limited, 

again pushing up gas burn, supported by the effervescent carbon price. This combination of factors meant that April and May 
saw very low gas injections, leaving storage levels well below the norm. The weather always has a huge impact on the LNG 
market, not just at the time of unusual warmth or cold but in the lagged effect on storage volumes. Europe’s low tank levels 
will need to be refilled over the summer and this should support LNG prices. LNG spot prices thus look set to outstrip last 
year’s dismal Q1-Q3 performance by some margin, although capacity returns and a potential slowdown in Asian demand in 
the fourth quarter could still bring them off the boil. However, while European gas inventories are low, so too are commodity 
and manufactured inventory levels in general. Global restocking of international supply chains should be a key driver of 
economic activity this year. 
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Nord Stream 2 
Another important factor is the timing of the completion of Nord Stream 2, which US President Joe Biden has decided not to 
actively oppose. Head of the energy committee of Russia’s state Duma, Pavel Zavalny, said in May the pipeline could be 
finished in one to two months and two Russian pipelaying vessels are working on the roughly 90 km of pipe still to be laid in 
Danish waters, while around 15km needs to be completed on each of the two lines in German waters. The pipe sections also 
need to be tied into above-water infrastructure and the completed pipeline will need to undergo design verification. 
Zavalny’s expectation looks optimistic, and it is not impossible that the pipeline’s opponents come up with new inventive ways 
to delay the final stages of construction or operation. However, even with these caveats, Nord Stream 2 looks likely to move 
towards completion over the summer, potentially coming on stream in the fourth quarter. Completion will allow Russian gas 
supply to be more reactive to north European gas demand and reduce Europe’s appetite for LNG, leaving Asia as the primary 
driver of demand and prices. 
 
Demand balance 
Next year could see the re-emergence of weak LNG spot pricing. The critical factor is likely to be the weather. First the heat 
of summer could drive forward an already strong outlook for LNG demand in China. Five Chinese provinces have warned they 
could face power shortages as homes and businesses ramp up their air conditioning amid post-pandemic economic recovery. 

Second will be the severity or otherwise of the northern 
hemisphere winter over 2021/22. But while the weather 
remains as unpredictable as ever – maybe more so – 2021 
looks likely to be at least a supportive interlude for an LNG 
market technically in surplus and one which brings the 
rebalancing of supply and demand closer. Morgan Stanley, for 
example, now sees a capacity shortfall as early as 2023 and 

the need for another 60mn mt/yr of new project sanctioning to meet demand expectations by 2030. Meanwhile, US developer 
Tellurian’s announcement of an offtake agreement with trader Gunvor for its proposed Driftwood LNG plant is a sign that the 
outlook for new project sanctions is improving. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

U.S. LNG: A WORLD OF BENEFITS BEYOND PRICE 

Demand for crude oil and products dropped during the pandemic lockdowns, reflected in those U.S. exports (Figure 1).  By 
contrast, U.S. exports of LNG were largely sustained and have reached new highs.  U.S. LNG has been relatively cheap, 
supporting the addition of U.S. sourced natural gas in customer portfolios (Figure 2).  Yet price is not the only motivation.  A 
recent workshop organized by the Baker Institute’s Center for Energy Studies (CES) with Western States and Tribal Nations 
(WSTN) focused on the benefits derived from U.S. LNG exports.  We pointed to several tangible benefits of U.S. LNG exports 
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that go far beyond procurement cost.  The need for diverse supplies to counter energy security risk and the desire to use 
cleaner burning natural gas may well sustain U.S. LNG exports to otherwise price-sensitive customers. 

Energy Security/Security of Supply and Geopolitics 
As discussed in the webinar and explained in detail in our new edited volume on monetizing natural gas, the entry of U.S. 
natural gas into global markets significantly changed the rules of the game.  The liberalized and naturally competitive U.S. 
natural gas marketplace facilitated more flexible transactions terms.  In fact, as we note in our book, the open, transparent, 
competitive dynamic of the U.S. natural gas marketplace is perhaps our most important export. 

Commercial practices rooted 
in the U.S. increasingly are 
adopted by other LNG 
suppliers to provide options 
in portfolios still 
characterized by long term 
purchases.  These include 
reliance on natural gas hub 
pricing (the Henry Hub 
index) rather than formulas 
linked to oil price.  More 
flexible contracting is 
making inroads, with shorter 
contract periods, less 
onerous “take-or-pay” 

clauses, and ability to alter destinations.  With the onset of the pandemic, market participants were able to negotiate 
workarounds for LNG shipments they could not take.  The solutions incorporated fees and, while they represented one-off 
arrangements, allowed market participants to avoid the burden of force majeure actions, providing peace of mind for many 
customers as the Covid-19 waves played out. Light handed government oversight of the U.S. natural gas sector encourages 
buyers who do not need to worry about geopolitical implications if they rely on U.S. gas.  U.S. LNG export projects carry U.S. 
Department of Energy certification for sales to non-Free Trade Agreement countries.  Many non-FTA countries have more 
exposure to geopolitical risk in making energy choices, and it is in these locations where the energy security benefits of U.S. 
LNG trade are most clearly evident. For example, in Atlantic trade to Europe, U.S. LNG plays an important role in deterring 
Russian, gas-derived influence in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE).  As diversification in the CEE region grows, these 
concerns should become less pronounced.  Of importance is the region’s access to LNG supplies via terminals in Croatia, 
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Lithuania, and Poland. The contribution of U.S. LNG to diversifying natural gas supply in this region and in other demand 
centers around the world, and to ensuring greater security of supply, cannot be overstated.  Competition can be an effective 

alternative to overt policy 
actions such as sanctions, 
which can engender broad 
and unintended 
consequences. 
 
“Decarbonization” 
When U.S. LNG is an 
alternative to coal the result 
is significant reductions in 

emissions.  A 
recent study supported by 
WSTN and a highlight of our 
webinar indicates that 
natural gas produced, 
liquefied and shipped from 

U.S. western basins could amount to 42-55 percent reductions in net life cycle emissions if used to replace coal-fired power 
generation in China, India, South Korea, and Taiwan.  Importantly, these reductions incorporate all greenhouse gas emissions, 
not just carbon dioxide. Based on all available information, we think that U.S. LNG sourced from any domestic basin, even 
with longer shipping distances, would present vast improvements in the Asia-Pacific region. As opposed to natural gas, coal 
production and use are more widely distributed making it a fuel of choice for many countries. Countries without domestic coal 
resources usually have access to a wider variety of suppliers than they do for piped or liquefied natural gas.  Coal suppliers 
are often neighboring countries, affording relatively easy and cheap logistics as compared to piped natural gas and LNG.  Ability 
to access coal at any time at an affordable price is usually much better assured than that of natural gas.  The access and low 
cost for both the commodity and associated logistics makes coal a formidable competitor to LNG from any source.  Price 
sensitive customers in many countries routinely switch out of piped natural gas and/or LNG if coal is more affordable. 
 
Achieving a “Twofer” 
These patterns raise an alluring question: can the benefits of energy security and lower emissions be coupled in ways that not 
only benefit U.S. LNG export customers but also U.S. interests? In fact, the energy security and environmental benefits of 
access to clean burning natural gas supplies via U.S. LNG exports are closely intertwined.  Sourcing natural gas from the U.S. 
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pushes greater transparency into global trade and markets on both fronts.  Not only is the U.S. natural gas marketplace more 
transparent, fostering the spread of innovative commercial practices, but so is U.S. environmental oversight, including 
monitoring, compliance, and enforcement, along with performance of U.S. operators.  U.S. LNG companies have seen the 
opportunity and taken the lead already.  As one of our colleagues put it, to be in the business of developing U.S. LNG for 
global export means contributing to net greenhouse gas emissions reductions for the planetary air shed.  Regulatory and policy 
support will make these efforts more likely to succeed especially if they are designed so as to keep U.S. natural gas and LNG 
affordable.  This means fostering development of U.S. natural gas resources and infrastructure for both U.S. and international 
energy users as the industry continues to reduce emissions, hone business and commercial practices, and expand its influence 
worldwide. Blending the dimensions of energy security and environmental improvement avoids the pitfalls of thinking “in silos” 
rather than globally.  Further expansion of natural gas use in one region or country (for instance, the U.S. or Europe) might 
have diminishing decarbonization benefits given the scale and scope of our modern economies.  Globally, exports of U.S. 
natural gas to other countries where LNG replaces coal could be a highly effective instrument of environmental improvement 
on a world scale while fostering energy security.  Thinking globally also avoids the “myopic arrogance” of denying cleaner 
energy supplies and improved energy security to emerging and developing nations that, in the absence of a U.S. supply option, 
are left with coal and questionable regimes as unreliable partners for energy trade. That is a “twofer” that U.S. citizens, 
businesses, and policy makers should be able to get behind. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

LINDEN ENERGY SEES BULGARIA AS PRIMED FOR US LNG 

US-based, but internationally focused Linden Energy said July 9 it was acquiring an interest in the Bulgarian gas sector with 
an eye on advancing US LNG interests overseas. For undisclosed terms, Linden said it signed an agreement to take a 50% 
interest in Bulgarian gas trader Overgas, the largest privately-owned gas company in the country. "In addition to our investment, 
Linden will take an active role in supporting Overgas' efforts to diversify the energy market in Bulgaria by adding other sources 
of natural gas, one possibility being US LNG," Linden president Stephen Payne said. Linden is already committed to utilising 
10% of the capacity on the Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria natural gas pipeline, due online in 2022. Payne said the agreement 
positions both Overgas and Linden to evolve from major Bulgarian gas players to major players across the greater Balkans 
region. The interest in Overgas that Linden is acquiring was once held by Russia's Gazprom, but was repurchased by Overgas 
in December 2020 as part of a settlement deal. The Balkans is situated in a region of geopolitical importance to both Western 
and Russian powers. The European Investment Bank (EIB) in May increased the EU's support for the construction of a gas 
pipeline between Bulgaria and Serbia with the issue of a €25mn ($30.5mn) loan. Serbia already has a pipeline connection 
with Bulgaria, but this is used to receive Russian gas arriving in Europe via the TurkStream pipeline network. source : 

www.naturalgasworld.com 
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CARBON-NEUTRAL LNG NEEDS GREATER TRANSPARENCY 

LNG carbon offset mechanisms would benefit from greater transparency and a standardised system for monitoring, reporting 
and verifying the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the cargoes, the International Energy Agency (IEA) said in its latest 
quarterly Gas Market Report published on July 5. LNG cargoes can be counted as carbon or GHG neutral if the parties involved 
in the deal cover the resulting emissions by obtaining certificates generated from projects that reduce or avoid such 
emissions.  They have grown in popularity in recent years although they still account for a minuscule share of global LNG 
trade, with only 15 such deliveries announced in the past two years, according to the IEA. Shell is the most active trader of 
carbon/GHG neutral cargoes, selling six shipments since July 2019 and buying another three. The European Commission is 
set to present legislative proposals for a compulsory MRV system for methane emissions from the energy sector later this year. 
But companies are also making progress in this area, the IEA said, with Singapore's Pavilion recently awarding two contracts 
with obligations to quantify GHG emissions associated with each LNG cargo. US exporter Cheniere meanwhile plans to provide 
GHG emissions data on each of its cargoes starting in 2022. As part of this effort, it is working with other companies and 
academic researchers to quantify the methane emissions of an LNG carrier on a round trip from the US Gulf Coast to 
Europe.Tokyo Gas and 14 other Japanese companies meanwhile announced in March they would establish a Carbon Neutral 
LNG Buyers Alliance to promote the trade of carbon-neutral LNG. Reducing GHG emissions associated with LNG will "require 
effort through the entire value chain," the IEA said. The upstream segment typically accounts for 10-25% of well-to-use 
emissions, the Paris-based agency said, and this is where carbon capture utilisation and storage (CCUS) can be deployed. 
Operators can also mitigate methane emissions through better leak detection and repair work, reduced venting and the 
electrification of compressor stations, it said. The liquefaction process is responsible for a further 6-10%, and powering facilities 
with renewable sources can reduce this significantly. CCUS solutions can also help here. Shipping accounts for a further 5-
10%, and the focus here should be on better fuel efficiency and enhanced boil-off management systems, the IEA said. 
Regasification contributes 1-3%, and solutions include enhanced boil-off recovery, low-carbon electricity sourcing and the 
elimination of methane venting and leaks. The lion's share, 60-80%, is from end-use combustion. But the quantity can be 
reduced by improving the efficiency of power plants and once again deploying CCUS technology. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

OPEN SEASON LAUNCHED FOR LNG TERMINAL OFF FRANCE. 

French LNG operator Elengy said July 13 it had launched an open season at its Fos Cavaou liquefied natural gas import 
terminal in order to expand its capacity. Elengy and its subsidiary, Fosmax LNG, issued a call for subscriptions at the Fos 
Cavaou LNG terminal on the southern French coast of the Mediterranean Sea. “Through this operation, Elengy proposes an 
increase in capacity as well as the extension of the terminal until 2045 and beyond,” the company said. Commissioned in 
2010, the Fos Cavaou terminal has one berth, a storage capacity of 330,000 m3 and a regasification potential of 8.5bn 
m3/yr.“Elengy can now prepare the bidding phase with its stakeholders and interested parties, which is planned to last until 
the end of the year,” the company said. Elengy in March offered 1bn m3/yr of regasification capacity from January 2022, 
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2.5bn m3/yr from January 2024 and 4.5bn m3/yr from April 2030 until 2045 or later. In its latest announcement, the 
company said it was responding to "a high level of interest over the entire subscription period offered for sale."Fos Cavaou 
is one of three LNG terminals operated by Elengy. The other two are at Fos Tonkin and Montoir-de-Bretagne.An ISO 
container was loaded with LNG at Elengy's regasification terminal in Fos Cavaou near Marseille in south France in April. It 
was transported via rail from the Miramas platform to a service station near Milan, Italy, marking the first time for such a 
delivery by Elengy. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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